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We investigate localized defect states near the edge of a band-gap in a two-dimensional photonic
crystal. An asymptotic approach based on Green’s functions leads to analytical results both for
the frequency and for the spatial behaviour of the defect states. In particular, we find a simple
exponential law which relates the change in frequency of the defect states to the relative change in
electrical energy of the Bloch modes on the band-edge, and to the density of states in the photonic
crystal. We find that the symmetries of the Bloch modes at band extrema play an important role in
the manifestation and evolution of defect states. We confirm the analysis with numerical simulations
based on the Fictitious Source Superposition method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As recognized even in the first papers on the subject
[1, 2], many of the most important applications of pho-
tonic crystals (PCs) make use of defect states which lie
within a photonic band gap. Defects can be formed by a
variety of microlithographic techniques [3, 4], and are im-
portant not only for controlling the propagation of light,
but also for applications such as sensing and nonlinear
switching [5]. Although many fully numerical studies
have been undertaken [6], shallow defects - those in the
vicinity of the band-edges where the perturbation is small
- are difficult to model accurately even with powerful
computers, since their fields extend very large distances
from the defect. For these situations asymptotic methods
are more appropriate and powerful, and have previously
been used to study perturbations of dielectric interfaces
in electromagnetism [7], strong localized perturbations
in finite structures [8] and photonic crystals consisting of
arrays of highly-conducting inclusions [9]. In these pre-
vious studies the structure was either finite in extent or
the perturbation ranged over the entire photonic crystal.
Defect states, however, result from a localized perturba-
tion of an infinitely extended Bloch mode. How these
localized states evolve from the band edge as a function
of the strength of the perturbation is the issue we address
here.

We present here a thorough discussion of the ana-
lytic properties of defects near the band-edge of a two-
dimensional PC. Our approach is an extension of the
method first reported in Ref. [10], and is based on a
Bloch function expansion of the Green’s function in a
PC [11]. We find that a localized perturbation away
from the band-edge leads to interesting asymptotic be-
haviour, in that the highest-order change in frequency
displays an exponential dependence on the magnitude of
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the perturbation—specifically, the relative change in the
electric energy caused by the perturbation—and also on
the density of states of the unperturbed photonic crys-
tal. This complements standard perturbation theory [7],
in which the change in frequency depends linearly on the
relative change of the electric energy caused by the per-
turbation. The asymptotic behaviour that we report is
the result of the transition from an infinitely extended
(Bloch) mode on the band-edge to a localized state in
the gap. We also derive the leading order asymptotic
expression for the spatial field profile of the defect state,
and show that it takes the form of a combination of Bloch
functions on the band extrema, multiplied by an expo-
nential function.

Defects can be created in different ways, and so we
study several cases in order to demonstrate the general-
ity of our results. In addition to studying the two prin-
cipal polarizations, we investigate defects arising from
a change in the dielectric constant of a single cylinder,
the variation of its radius, and from the application of a
metallic coating. It is important to note that the asymp-
totic method we derive here is intended as an interpretive
tool, useful for investigating the physics behind defect
mode creation and evolution. Quantitative predictions
must of course rely on more cumbersome numerical sim-
ulations that solve the electromagnetic problem in its en-
tirety. Nevertheless, the results derived here should give
accurate results close to the band edge. We check our an-
alytic expressions by comparing them with numerical re-
sults based on the Fictitious Sources Superposition (FSS)
Method [12–14], a technique which is well adapted to the
accurate calculation of the properties of even highly ex-
tended defect modes. Though, in our examples, we use
a PC constructed from uniform cylinders in an other-
wise uniform background, the analytic results apply to
all two-dimensional photonic crystals, irrespective of the
geometry.

Our results show that the symmetries of the Bloch
modes at band extrema play an important role in the
creation and evolution of defect states, leading to three
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broad classes of defect dispersion relations. The first of
these results in a nondegenerate dispersion relation. In
the second, the dispersion relations are doubly degener-
ate, and derive from a two-fold degeneracy of the under-
lying Bloch function. The third, and most interesting,
case occurs when the underlying Bloch function cannot
be made real, such as occurs at the K point in the Bril-
louin zone of the hexagonal lattice. In this case, there
are two defect modes with different dispersion relations
which are both exponentially weakly bound and have the
same cutoff.

We commence in Section II with a discussion of
the Bloch mode representation of the photonic crystal
Green’s function, and follow this, in Section III, with
the analysis of the behaviour of Bloch modes near the
band edge and the consequences of this for the asymp-
totic behaviour of the Green’s function. We then derive a
convenient Bessel function representation which encapsu-
lates the spatial decay of the defect Green’s function. In
Section IV, we apply the asymptotic form of the Green’s
function to derive a first-order expression for how the de-
fect mode frequency depends on the magnitude of the
perturbation. Results are given for the two principal po-
larizations. Associated with this analysis are a number of
mathematical and physical subtleties which are discussed
in the Appendix. Section IV also compares the results
of the asymptotic theory with rigorous numerical calcu-
lations and we conclude with a discussion of the results
presented.

II. GREEN’S FUNCTION

We consider a two-dimensional (2D) PC characterized
by a periodic relative permittivity ε(r) = n2(r) (where
n(r) denotes the refractive index) and relative perme-
ability µ(r) = 1. To construct a defect, we locally per-
turb the permittivity and define ε̃(r) to be the permit-
tivity distribution associated with the defect structure.
All permittivities are taken to be real, making the PC
lossless and the subsequent mathematical analysis self-
adjoint. We further assume that the band-gaps in which
we compute defect modes are complete (rather than par-
tial) band-gaps. The defect mode, ψ(r), satisfies the po-
larization dependent boundary value problem

L̃ψ +
ω2

c2
s̃(r)ψ(r) = 0, (1)

where

L̃ψ ≡ ∇ · (p̃(r)∇ψ(r)) . (2)

By writing the wave equation in this way, we explic-
itly encapsulate the continuity conditions for each polar-
ization through the appropriate choice of the functions
p̃(r) and s̃(r). For TM (E‖) polarization, in which the
electric field is parallel to the cylinder axes, ψ(r) = Ez

and we have p̃(r) = 1, s̃(r) = ε̃(r), while for TE (H‖)

polarization, in which the magnetic field is parallel to
the cylinders and ψ(r) = Hz, we have p̃(r) = 1/ε̃(r),
s̃(r) = 1. Since we assume that ε̃ is real, and since also
the fields decay with increasing distance from the defect
(a consequence of working in a full band-gap), it follows
that both ψ(r) and ψ∗(r) are solutions of the boundary
value problem (1), with this, in turn, implying that the
defect mode ψ may be taken to be a real valued function.

In order to analyze the defect states, we first formulate
the Green’s function G(r, r′;ω), which characterizes the
response of the system at position r to a point source
radiating with an angular frequency of ω at position r′.
The Green’s function satisfies

LG(r, r′; ω) +
ω2

c2
s(r′)G(r, r′; ω) = δ(r − r′), (3)

and decays exponentially with increasing distance from
the defect since the frequency ω lies inside a band gap.
Here, we define the operator L by

Lϕ ≡ ∇ · (p(r)∇ϕ(r)) , (4)

in which p(r) and s(r) are the analogues of p̃(r) and s̃(r)
for the unperturbed, periodic structure. Since we are
considering defect modes created within a complete band
gap, the local density of states is zero over the Wigner-
Seitz cell (WSC), and so the Green’s function must be
real.

Following the treatment of Ref. [11], we express
G(r, r′; ω) as a superposition of quasiperiodic Green’s
functions G(r, r′;ω, k0) satisfying

LG(r, r′;ω, k0) +
ω2

c2
s(r′)G(r, r′;ω, k0)

=
∑

l

δ(r − r′ −Rl)eik0·Rl , (5)

and associated with the (real) Bloch vector k0 ∈ BZ,
where BZ denotes the (first) Brillouin zone of the recip-
rocal lattice. In Eq. (5), the sum extends over all direct
lattice vectors Rl in the infinite PC. The computational
examples that we consider in this paper are for regular
two-dimensional lattices characterized by a pitch d.

It is then straightforward to construct G(r, r′;ω) by
integrating G(r, r′; ω, k0) over the Brillouin zone, noting
that by averaging over the BZ the source term on the
right hand side of Eq. (5) reduces to only the primary
source of Eq. (3) since

∫

BZ

eik0·Rld2 k0 =
{

ABZ, if Rl = 0,
0, otherwise, (6)

where ABZ is the area of the Brillouin Zone.
The important intermediate step of constructing the

quasiperiodic Green’s function G(r, r′; ω, k0) requires its
expansion in a basis of the Bloch modes ψ(k0, r) of the
bulk PC. These satisfy the generalized Helmholtz equa-
tion

Lψ(k0, r) = −ω2

c2
s(r)ψ(k0, r), (7)
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together with the Bloch condition

ψ(k0, r + Rl) = ψ(k0, r)eik0·Rl . (8)

For real ε(r) (and hence real p(r) and s(r)) , the operator
L is Hermitian with respect to the inner product

〈φ, ψ〉 =
1

AWSC

∫

WSC

s(r) ψ(k0, r)φ∗(k0, r) d2r, (9)

in which the integration is evaluated over the WSC. The
eigenfunctions {ψm}, corresponding to the countably in-
finite set of eigenfrequencies {ωm}, are then orthogonal
with respect to this inner product and are normalized
according to

〈ψl, ψm〉 = Ml δl,m, where Ml = 〈ψl, ψl〉. (10)

Then, G(r, r′; ω, k0) may be expanded in a series of
Bloch modes {ψm}, as may also the source term on the
right hand side of Eq. (5), using Poisson’s summation
formula:

∞∑

l=−∞
δ(r − r′ −Rl)eik0·Rl

=
1

AWSC

∑

l

1
Ml

s(r)ψl(k0, r)ψ∗l (k0, r
′). (11)

Proceeding in this way, we derive the following expression
for the quasiperiodic Green’s function

G(r, r′;ω, k0) =
c2

AWSC

∑

l

1
Ml

ψl(k0, r)ψ∗l (k0, r
′)

ω2 − ω2
l (k0)

,

(12)
and finally, by BZ averaging, we deduce

G(r, r′;ω) =
c2

4π2

∑

l

∫

BZ

1
Ml

ψl(k0, r)ψ∗l (k0, r
′)

ω2 − ω2
l (k0)

d2 k0,

(13)
noting that AWSCABZ = 4π2 in 2D lattices.

III. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE
GREEN’S FUNCTION NEAR THE GAP EDGE

Having established the form of the Green’s function
(13), we now consider its behaviour for a frequency ω in
the vicinity of the edge of a particular band l = L which
occurs at one, or more, positions in the BZ, k0 = kL,j , for
j = 1, 2, . . . , νL. We begin with the simplest case in which
the band extremum occurs at a single point contained
completely within the BZ, and generalize this later to
handle the most common case in which the band has
multiple extrema that typically occur at the symmetry
points on the BZ boundary.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Band surfaces for a square rod-type
PC with nb = 1, nc = 3 and a/d = 0.3 operated in TM
polarization. (a) The first band is rotationally symmetric near
the two band edges, Γ (the BZ centre) and M (BZ corners).
(b) The second band has an elliptic profile near the lower edge
(X–the middle of the BZ sides). The vertical axis shows the
normalized frequency d/λ = ωd/(2πc).

In our treatment, we assume that the band extremum
at (kL, ω) exhibits a generic paraboloidal shape

ωL(k0) = ωL +
1

2CL,x
(k0,x − kL,x)2 (14)

+
1

2CL,y
(k0,y − kL,y)2 + O(‖k0 − kL‖4)

= ωL +
1

2CL
‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2+O(‖k0 − kL‖4).(15)

The constants CL,x and CL,y characterize the band cur-
vatures in the kx and ky directions of the BZ. In (15),
we simplify the notation through the introduction of
CL, denoting the geometric mean (CL = sign CL,x ×√

CL,xCL,y) of the two curvatures, and a scaling ma-
trix σ = diag {(CL,y/CL,x)1/4, (CL,x/CL,y)1/4}. For a
circular parabolic band surface, CL = CL,x = CL,y, and
σ = I, the identity transformation. This is exemplified
in Figs 1 (a) and (b) which show the first two band sur-
faces for a square lattice PC. In Fig. 1 (a), we see that
CL,x = CL,y for both edges of the first band which occur
at Γ and X in the BZ. However, in Fig. 1 (b) we see that
CL,x 6= CL,y near the X-points on the lower edge of the
second band since the band curvatures in the kx and ky

directions differ.
We now consider the asymptotic analysis of the Green’s

function (13) when the frequency ω approaches the band
edge from within the gap—corresponding to frequencies
in the band gap which are either just below or just above
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the edge of band l = L. Term l = L of the series (13) for
G now dominates the expansion and so we write

G(r, r′; ω) = GL(r, r′;ω) +
∑

l 6=L

Gl(r, r′; ω), (16)

separating out the contributions from the various terms
l. Since ω is not in the vicinity of any band l 6= L, then
the sum over these terms in Eq. (16) is a smooth function
of ω at the gap edge, and of magnitude O(|ω − ωL|0).

The analysis for the term GL requires some delicacy
since ω ≈ ωL. Here, we substitute the band surface ap-
proximation (15) into term L of Eq. (13). Neglecting
terms of O(‖k0 − kL‖4), we have

GL(r, r′; ω) = (17)
c2

8π2ω

∫

BZ

1
ML

ψL(k0, r)ψ∗L(k0, r
′)

ω − ωL − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2 d2k0

+O(‖k0 − kL‖0).

To simplify this further, for computational purposes, we
express the Bloch functions as the product ψL(k0, r) =
uL(k0, r) exp(ik0 · r), where uL is a periodic function.
The singularity in the denominator of the integrand of
Eq. (17) ensures that, for ω in the vicinity of the
band surface, only those k0 in the vicinity of kL con-
tribute significantly to the integral. Accordingly, we
write ψL(k0, r) ≈ ψL(kL, r) exp(i(k0−kL)·r), thus lead-
ing to the following form

GL(r, r′; ω) ≈ c2ψL(kL, r)ψ∗L(kL, r′)
8π2ωML

(18)

×
∫

BZ

ei(k0−kL)·(r−r′)

δω − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2 d2k0 + O((δω)0),

with

δω = ω − ωL. (19)

The integral in Eq. (18) may be further simplified by
noting that when ω is near the band edge, the singular-
ity dominates the integral, allowing the integral over the
Brillouin zone to be replaced by an integral over the en-
tire k-plane. In this, we follow the classical treatment of
electrons in perturbed periodic potentials developed by
Luttinger and Kohn [15, 16]. Thus,

∫

BZ

ei(k0−kL)·(r−r′)

δω − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2 d2k0 ≈ (20)

∫

R2

eiσ(k0−kL)·σ−1(r−r′)

δω − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2 d2σk0 + O((δω)0).

In deriving this form, we have changed the integration
variable from k0 to σk0, noting that the Jacobian of the
transformation is unity since det σ = 1. Then, from the
integral representation for the zeroth order MacDonald

function K0, i.e., a modified Bessel function of the second
kind

∫

R2

ei k0·(r−r′)

k2 + |k0|2 d2 k0 = 2 π K0(k |r − r′|), (21)

we arrive at
∫

BZ

ei(k0−kL)·(r−r′)

δω − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2 d2k0 = (22)

= −4πCLK0(b|σ−1(r − r′)|) + O((δω)0).

Here,

b =
√
−2 |CL| sL δω, (23)

in which sL = sign CL, with the significance of this latter
quantity becoming apparent in the discussion leading to
the development of Eq. (51) in Section IV B. Here, we
simply observe that the quantity sLδω < 0, which is con-
sistent with the defect mode occurring in the band-gap
either above a band surface maximum (sL = −1) or be-
low a minimum (sL = +1). The integral representation
for the MacDonald function (21) can be derived directly
from a similar expression given on p. 817 in Ref. [17]
for the Hankel function of the first kind, H

(1)
0 , and the

relation K0(z) = 1
2π iH

(1)
0 (i z).

Before studying the asymptotics of the evolution of
the defect mode from the band edge, we generalize our
treatment to accommodate the common situation in
which a band has multiple extrema at k0 = kL,j for
j = 1, 2, . . . , νL. These extrema are typically high sym-
metry points in the BZ; this is shown in Fig. 1, which
presents band surfaces for a square lattice, having multi-
ple extrema at the BZ edge at the points X and M .

The treatment proceeds as before, except now we re-
gard the band surface as being locally paraboloidal about
each of the extrema k0 = kL,j . Thus,

GL(r, r′;ω) =
νL∑

j=1

GL,j(r, r′; ω), (24)

where

GL,j(r, r′; ω) =
c2ψL(kL,j , r)ψ∗L(kL,j , r

′)
8π2ωML

(25)

×
∫

BZ

ei(k0−kL,j)·(r−r′)

δω − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL,j)‖2
d2k0 + O(δω)0),

which follows from Eq. (18), with ML,j = ML and
CL,j = CL, for all j, due to symmetry. With several
band extrema located on the boundary of the Brillouin
zone, the integral over the Brillouin zone must be modi-
fied in such a way as to account correctly for these mul-
tiple extrema, each of which contribute to a portion of
the integral. Eq. (22) is thus modified to

∫

BZ

ei(k0−kL)·(r−r′)

δω − 1
2CL

‖σ(k0 − kL)‖2 d2k0 = −4πθLCL (26)

× K0(b|σ−1(r − r′)|) + O((δω)0),
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where 2πθL is the interior angle of the BZ at each point
k0 = kL,j .

Finally, we obtain the leading order estimate for the
Green’s function from Eqs (24)-(26)

G(r, r′; ω) = − c2CLθL

2πωLML
K0(b |σ(r − r′)|) (27)

×
νL∑

j=1

ψL(kL,j , r)ψ∗L(kL,j , r
′) + O((δω)0).

Since the Green’s function G(r, r′; ω) must be real, as
argued above, we require that its approximation (27)
involving Bloch mode expansions be real valued. The
imaginary part of the sum in Eq. (27) can be made to
vanish either if the functions {ψL(kL,j , r)} can be scaled
to be real functions or, if this is not possible, by ensur-
ing that pairs of “opposite” Bloch functions, ψL(kL,j , r)
and ψL(−kL,j , r), are scaled so that ψL(−kL,j , r) =
ψ∗L(kL,j , r). From the representation of a Bloch mode
ψL(k, r) as the product of a periodic function and the
Bloch factor eik·r, it follows that ψ∗L(k, r) must be the
Bloch mode that is associated with the Bloch vector −k.
Thus, it is easy to see that contributions to the series in
Eq. (27) due to “opposite” pairs lead to a sum of two
conjugate pairs, resulting in a real quantity.

In the following analysis, we require two asymptotic
forms for the Green’s function. The first of these, in
which b is small and |r − r′| = O(d), (i.e., of the order
of the lattice constant) arises in the derivation of the
dispersion relation for the defect mode and relies on the
small argument asymptotic form: K0(z) = − ln z+ln 2−
γ + O(z2), for z ¿ 1. The Green’s function is then
approximated by

G(r, r′;ω) ≈ c2CLθL

4πωLML
(ln |δω|+ C0)× (28)

×
νL∑

j=1

ψL(kL,j , r)ψ∗L(kL,j , r
′),

in which C0 contains higher order terms in |δω|. The
second form occurs in the construction of the extended
form of the defect mode and applies when b is small, yet
z = b|r − r′| is large. In this large argument approx-
imation, we have K0(z) ≈ √

π exp(−z)/
√

2z, with this
leading to the following asymptotic form of the Green’s
function:

G(r, r′;ω) ≈ −c2CLθL

√
2 π

4πωLML

e−b |r−r′|
√

b |r − r′| (29)

×
νL∑

j=1

ψL(kL, r)ψ∗L(kL,j , r
′) .

This representation of the Green’s function ensures that
the defect mode decays exponentially with a rate b =√
−2 |CL| sL δω. Note that this rate corresponds to the

results found by analytic continuation of the band into
the gap [18].

IV. FORMULATION OF DEFECT MODES
USING GREEN’S THEOREM

Having developed expressions for the Green’s function
we now turn to their use in defect mode calculations.

A. General results

We exploit the Green’s functions (27) and (28) to find
the mode of a single defect in an infinite PC for a fre-
quency ω within a band gap in the vicinity of band L.
At the point at which the defect mode originates from
the band surface extrema, it is determined by a linear
combination of the associated Bloch functions of the in-
finite PC and so is arbitrarily extended. As the mode
evolves into the gap, the mode decays exponentially with
increasing distance from the defect. However, it remains
well approximated by a Bloch mode, or a linear com-
bination thereof, in the vicinity of the defect, provided
that b (23) is sufficiently small. Since, however, the ac-
tual defect mode must be real valued, it is necessary to
impose conditions that ensure that the required linear
combination of Bloch modes (which themselves are not
necessarily real) is real.

The defect mode, ψ(r), satisfies the generalized
Helmholtz equation (1) and by applying Green’s The-
orem, we arrive at the exact and general expression for
the spatial distribution of the defect mode

ψ(r) = −
∫

R2
(p(r′)− p̃(r′))∇′G(r, r′; ω) · ∇′ψ(r′) d2r′

+
ω2

c2

∫

R2
(s(r′)− s̃(r′)) G(r, r′; ω) ψ(r′) d2r′. (30)

For TM polarization, p(r) = p̃(r) = 1, and so only the
second integral of Eq. (30) contributes to ψ(r). Corre-
spondingly, since s(r) = s̃(r) = 1 for TE polarization,
only the first integral of Eq. (30) contributes. Further,
since the defect is of finite extent, δp(r) ≡ p̃(r) − p(r)
and δs(r) ≡ s̃(r) − s(r), which respectively denote the
change in the permittivity and inverse permittivity of the
PC, are non-zero only over a bounded region.

B. Formulation of the modal dispersion equation

We now formulate the dispersion equation of the defect
mode, first considering TM polarization. From Eq. (30),

ψ(r) = −ω2

c2

∫

R2
δε(r′)G(r, r′;ω)ψ(r′) d2r′, (31)

where δε(r′) = ε̃(r′) − ε(r′). Then, into Eq. (31), we
substitute the Green’s function (28), retaining only the
dominant frequency dependence which is of order ln |δω|.
We digress briefly to note that the terms that are omitted
in this approximation are of order O((δω)0) and so con-
tribute to the constant term (labelled A) below. While
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these particular terms, associated with the contribution
to G from band L, can be included in a straightforward
manner, there are also contributions to G from other
bands l 6= L which contain terms of order O((δω)0).
Their estimation is not straightforward and so we omit all
but the dominant frequency dependent term, proceeding
from here in the spirit of first order perturbation theory.

Thus, to leading order in δω, we have

ψ(r) = −ωLCLθL

4πML
ln |δω|

νL∑

j=1

(
ψL(kL,j , r) (32)

×
∫

D0

δε(r′) ψ∗L(kL,j , r
′) ψ(r′)d2r′

)
,

in which D0 denotes the defect region. Here, to first
order, for weak perturbations, the defect mode is well
approximated by either the relevant Bloch mode of the
bulk PC, or some linear combination of Bloch modes as-
sociated with the band extrema.

While the analysis is quite straightforward when the
band extremum is contained completely within the BZ,
the treatment of the more common case, in which the
band surface has multiple extreme points (at the edge
of the BZ), is more complex and requires some under-
standing of the symmetry of the modes. The lattices
with which we are concerned (i.e., square and hexag-
onal) are invariant under a rotation transformation T
by an angle 2π/ν (e.g., π/3 for a hexagonal lattice with
ν = 6). That is, ε(T r) = ε(r). Applying this trans-
formation to the entire field problem, i.e., rotating both
the lattice and the Bloch vector, the mode is invariant
in that ψL(k0, r) = ψL(T k0,T r). This may be written
in the alternative form ψL(T k0, r) = ψL(k0,T T r), in
which T −1 = T T since T is an orthogonal transforma-
tion. With these relations, we can replace all references
in Eq. (32) to kL,j = T j kL,1 by kL,1 where T j = (T )j ,
denoting a rotation by j-times the canonical angle 2π/ν.

Then, taking into account the fact that the integrands
of the overlap integrals in Eq. (32) for TM polarization
have the form (δε E∗

L ·E) where EL = ψLẑ and E = ψẑ
are electric fields, Eq. (32) can be recast as

ψ(r) = −ωLCL AWSC θL

4π EL
ln |δω|

νL∑

j=1

(
ψL(kL,1,T T

j−1r)

×
∫

D0

δε(r′)E∗
L(kL,1,T T

j−1r
′) ·E(r′)d2r′

)
(33)

where EL is the electric energy of the Bloch mode over
the Wigner-Seitz cell:

EL =
∫

WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r
′)‖2d2r′ = AWSC ML. (34)

For TE polarization the derivation is similar to that for

TM polarization. The equation for TE polarization is

ψ(r) =
c2CLθL

4πωLML
ln |δω|

νL∑

j=1

(
ψL(kL,1,T T

j−1r) (35)

×
∫

D0

δε−1(r′)∇′ψ∗L(kL,1, T T
j−1r

′) ·∇′ψ(r′)d2r′
)

,

where δε−1(r) ≡ ε̃−1(r) − ε−1(r). We can bring
Eq. (35) for TE polarization into the same frame-
work as Eq. (33) by noting that for TE polarization
∇ψ(r)/ε(r) = −iω (ẑ ×E(r)), where E is the trans-
verse component of the electric field (perpendicular to
the magnetic field H = ψẑ). The integrands in Eq. (35)
become

−δε(r′)
∇′ψ∗L(kL,1, T T

j−1r
′)

ε(r′)
· ∇

′ψ(r′)
ε̃(r′)

= −ω2δε E∗
L ·E.(36)

In addition, the normalizing factor ML (10) is recast as

ML =
1

AWSC

∫

WSC

|ψL(kL,1, r
′)|2d2r′ =

c2

AWSC
EL, (37)

which follows directly from the differential equation (7)
and an application of Green’s theorem.

Eqs (36) and (37) then lead immediately to precisely
the same form as that derived for TM polarization (33).
The unification of the formulation at this point simpli-
fies the subsequent description of the analysis and the
derivation of the defect mode dispersion calculations for
both polarizations.

Eq. (33) is the last of the general results since, from
here on, the analysis requires knowledge of the actual
symmetry of the Bloch modes for each specific case. Our
treatment here is motivated by the examples of the fol-
lowing section in which we study the evolution of modes
from the upper and lower edges of band gaps for both
square and hexagonal lattices. In its most general form,
the analysis that leads to the derivation of the defect
mode dispersion equation is quite complex and therefore
many of the details are given in the Appendix. We now
outline the key steps in the derivation that are required
to deduce from Eq. (33) the results in Eq. (48) below.

The first step in the derivation is to approximate the
defect mode as a linear combination of the Bloch modes
B = {ψL(kL,1,T T

j−1r)}, for j = 1, . . . , νL. This set of
modes, however, is not necessarily linearly independent.
We thus draw from B a linearly independent set L of
Bloch modes and, using expansion coefficients tl, write
the defect mode as the linear combination

ψ(r) ≈
∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1,T T

l−1r). (38)

The electric field E(r) which appears in the overlap in-
tegrals of Eq. (33), is approximated using the same ex-
pansion coefficients tl as in Eq. (38)

E(r) ≈
∑

l∈L
tl EL(kL,1, T T

l−1r). (39)
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Note that for TM polarization Eqs (38) and (39) are iden-
tical while for TE polarization, Eq. (39) is equivalent to

∇ψ(r)
ε̃(r)

≈
∑

l∈L
tl
∇ψL(kL,1, T T

l−1r)
ε(r)

. (40)

Then, substituting Eqs (38) and (39) into Eq. (33), we
deduce that for either polarization

∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1, T T

l−1r) = −ωLCL AWSC θL

4π EL
(41)

× ln |δω|
∑

l∈L
tl

νL∑

j=1

Bl,j ψL(kL,1, T T
j−1r) ,

in which

Bl,j =
∫

D0

δε(r′)E∗
L(kL,1, T T

j−1r
′) ·EL(kL,1,T T

l−1r
′)d2r′.

(42)
The defect mode in Eq. (38) must have constant phase in
space, otherwise net energy transport would occur within
the mode. However, the Bloch modes may, under certain
circumstances, have simultaneously a real and an imagi-
nary part. Finding a linear combination of Bloch modes
that then always sum to give a real, or constant phase,
quantity can be complicated, and so details of this pro-
cess are given in the Appendix. In formulating the com-
bination in the most general way, it occurs that the ap-
propriate partitioning of the Bloch modes is a split into
real and imaginary parts, each characterized by a spe-
cific symmetry that is dependent on the position of kL,1

within the BZ. The component of the real and imaginary
parts of the modes ψL(kL,1, r) can then be expanded in
a multipole series:

F(ψ)(kL,1, r) =
∞∑

l=0

bνl+mF fνl+mF (r)





cos((νl + mF )θ)
or

sin((νl + mF )θ)
(43)

in which ν = 4, 6 for square and hexagonal lattices re-
spectively. In Eq. (43) the symbol F can refer to ei-
ther the real or imaginary functional arguments “Re”
and “Im” with the subscript F in mF replaced with cor-
responding parameters r or i, as appropriate. For a real
valued Bloch mode there is no solution associated with
the imaginary part and so mF is simply replaced by m
in this case. The parameters mr and mi characterize the
symmetry of the real and imaginary parts and, for the
cases of interest here, take values of 0 for rotationally
symmetric modes, 1 for modes which are antisymmetric
about a nodal line, and ν/2 for rotationally antisymmet-
ric modes.

With these multipole forms, we may show that the Bl,j

are real and go on to establish the following relationship
which simplifies the summation on the right hand side of
Eq. (41)

νL∑

j=1

F(ψL)(kL,1, T T
j−1r)Bl,j =

gmF
ν F(ψL)(kL,1,T T

l−1r) δEF . (44)

In this equation δEF (= δEr or δEi) represents the change,
caused by the perturbation, to the electric energy of ei-
ther the real or imaginary part of the Bloch mode:

δEF =
∫

D0

δε(r′)
∥∥EF

L (kL,1, r
′)

∥∥2
d2r′ . (45)

Here, EF
L denotes the change in energy of the electric

fields Er
L and Ei

L, associated respectively with Re ψL and
ImψL, while for m ∈ {0, . . . , ν − 1},

gm =
{

1, if m = 0 or m = ν/2,
1/2, otherwise. (46)

The constant gm is a geometrical factor which character-
izes the symmetry of the real and imaginary parts of the
Bloch modes, the mathematical origin of which appears
in the Appendix. Its physical interpretation is as follows:
if a given (real or imaginary) part of the Bloch mode is
linearly independent from its image under a canonical ro-
tation of 2π/ν (i.e., the smallest rotation that leaves the
lattice unchanged), then gm = 1/2; if, however, this field
and its rotated image are linearly dependent under such
a rotation then gm = 1.

The relation (44) together with the trigonometric iden-
tities (92)–(94), reduce Eq. (41) to

∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1, T T

l−1r) = −ωLCL AWSC fL

4π
×

ln |δω|
∑

l∈L
tl

[
gmrRe (ψL)(kL,1,T T

l−1r)
δEr

EL
+

i gmiIm (ψL)(kL,1, T T
l−1r)

δEi

EL

]
, (47)

where fL = νLθL. This is the most general form of the
expression from which we extract the modal dispersion
relations.

When the Bloch mode at the band edge is purely real,
the dispersion equation emerges immediately by simply
cancelling the representation of the defect mode that ap-
pears on both sides of Eq. (47). When the Bloch modes
are complex valued at the gap edge, e.g., as may occur
at the K-points in hexagonal lattices, we obtain distinct
defect modes with two different dispersion equations, but
with the same cut-off. In all cases the dispersion relation
takes the form

−1
ln |δω|+ O((δω)0)

=
sgmF

S
δEF

EL
, (48)

in which

S =
4π

ωLAWSC|CL|fL
=

2
ωLNL

, (49)

and s = sign CL. Because S determines by how much
the energy of a defect must change to move it a given
distance from the band edge, we refer to S as the defect
inertia.
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From Eq. (23), we have |δω| = −s δω, with this giving
the precise interpretation of |δω| in Eq. (48).

The quantity

δEF

EL
=

∫
WSC

δε(r)‖EF
L (kL,1, r)‖2 d2r∫

WSC
ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r

(50)

denotes the relative change in the energy within the
Wigner-Seitz cell caused by the defect.

The defect inertia S is a positive quantity, with the sign
of the prefactor, which includes the sign of the quantity
CL retained in s. Since |CL| is related directly to the
density of states according to NL = fL|CL|AWSC/(2π)
[11], we deduce the final form in Eq. (49) for S.

The general form of the modal dispersion relation (48)
contains two quantities which can be positive or negative:
the change in energy, δEF , and the sign s of the band cur-
vature, with s = ±1 corresponding to a band minimum
and a band maximum. In order for |δω| to remain small
as the perturbation vanishes, the product of these two
quantities s δEF must be positive. This observation can
be used to establish a priori whether the defect state will
appear from the upper or the lower band edge: if the
change in parameters causes a positive (negative) change
in the electric energy δEF , then s must also be positive
(negative) near the band edge, indicating that the state
will originate at the upper (lower) edge of the band gap.

With this in mind, we recast the general result (48) in
the exponential form

|δω| = A exp
(
− S

sgmδEF /EL

)
, (51)

where A is a constant which, as mentioned earlier, can-
not be determined by a first order perturbation analysis.
It is important to note that Eq. (51) denotes a single dis-
persion equation in the case of real valued Bloch modes,
and a pair of dispersion equations (each associated with
either the real or imaginary parts) if the Bloch mode
is complex valued. Eq. (48) is the leading term of an
asymptotic approximation that is valid when |δω| → 0,
where higher order terms (of order O(|δω|0) and higher)
are neglected. To construct a higher-order approxima-
tion, one must include the extended expansion of the
MacDonald function in (28), together with the net con-
tributions to the Green’s function from the other ` 6= L
bands in Eq. (16), which are also of constant order in |δω|
and have hereto been neglected. We leave this analysis
to future work.

C. Calculations of field profiles

The treatment leading to Eq. (33) for the mode field
is valid for r, r′ near the defect region D0 where the
leading term of Green’s function is dominated by ln |δω|.
To approximate the field far from D0 we must include
the Green’s functions’ decay with the distance |r − r′|.

In order to deduce this approximation, we choose the
diameter of D0 sufficiently small so that

r − r′ ≈ r − r0, if r′ ∈ D0, (52)

where r0 is the centre of D0.
For the sake of brevity, we outline the derivation for

real valued Bloch modes, for the simple case in which the
defect mode in the vicinity of the defect is well approx-
imated by a single Bloch mode rather than by a linear
combination, so that ψ(r) ≈ ψ(kL,1, r). Given the gen-
eral leading order estimate (27) for the Green’s function,
Eq. (33) then takes the form

ψ(r) ≈
νL∑

j=1

ψL(kL,1, T T
j−1r)

∫

D0

hj d2r′ (53)

where, for both TE and TM polarizations, the function
hj is defined as

hj =
ωLCLθL

2π EL
K0(b|σ−1(r − r0)|) (54)

×δε(r′)E∗
L(kL,1,T T

j−1r
′) ·EL(kL,1, r

′).

Following the field summation formula (44), Eq. (53) can
be simplified so that

ψ(r) ≈ ωLCLfLgm

2π

δEr

EL
K0(b|σ−1(r − r0)|)ψL(kL,1, r).(55)

in which the subscript r in δEr makes clear that the cal-
culation is for a real valued mode. From the mode dis-
persion equation (48), we have

ψ(r) ≈ ψL(kL,1, r)
K0(b|σ−1(r − r0)|)
− ln |δω|

2 −O((δω)0)
. (56)

The term O((δω)0) is due to (− lnA)/2 where A is the
prefactor in Eq. (51). From the small argument asymp-
totic expansion for K0(z), we can also estimate the quan-
tity −(ln |δω|)/2−O((δω)0) as

− ln |δω|
2

+
lnA
2

≈ K0(b rmax). (57)

Since we assume that ψ(r) ≈ ψL(kL,1, r) for r sufficiently
close to the defect, we can approximate ψ(r) as a product
of the Bloch mode ψL(kL,1, r) by the envelope function

f(r) =

{
1 if |σ−1(r − r0)| ≤ rmax,
K0(b|σ−1(r−r0)|)

K0(b rmax) if |σ−1(r − r0)| > rmax.
(58)

Thus, far from the defect, the defect mode oscillates like
the Bloch mode, but within the envelope of a decaying
exponential function with decay constant b.

Since the quantity A is not known, we cannot deduce
the value of rmax from Eq. (57). However, for the exam-
ples considered in this paper, we have good agreement
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between the full numerical calculation and the asymp-
totic approximation of the field when rmax corresponds
to the radius of the defect cylinder or, when σ 6= I, if
the value of rmax is between a min{|σ11|−1, |σ22|−1} and
a max{|σ11|−1, |σ22|−1} (we have observed that the best
fit occurs for rmax near amin{|σ11|−1, |σ22|−1}).

For the example in Fig. 2, we consider the defect cre-
ated by changing the refractive index of one cylinder from
nc = 3 to nd = 2.5 in a square lattice of dense cylinders
(see also Fig. 6). In Fig. 2 (a), we plot the profile of
the defect mode ψ(r) near the lower gap edge calculated
using the FSS method, while in Fig. 2 (b) we plot the
same mode profile using the product of the Bloch mode
with the MacDonald function envelope (58). The enve-
lope function is plotted in Fig. 2 (c) while Fig. 2 (d)
shows the cross-section of the field profile along the x-
axis, with there being good agreement between the full
numerical calculation (continuous line) and the asymp-
totic approximation (dashed line). Figs 3 (a) and (b)
are the same as Figs 2 (a) and (b), but this time for a
defect mode that evolves from the upper gap-edge, with
the defect created by changing the refractive index of one
cylinder from nc = 3 to nd = 4. Figs 3 (c) and (d) show
horizontal (through y = 0) and vertical (through x = a,
a = 0.3 d being the cylinder radius) field cross-sections
and again there is good agreement between the FSS cal-
culations and the asymptotic theory. Note we set rmax to
a and a min{|σ11|−1, |σ22|−1} respectively in Figs 2 and
3.

D. Calculations of dispersion relations

We now investigate several specific instances of defect
states evolving from the band edge. The cases that we
consider are illustrated in Fig. 4, corresponding to a sin-
gle cylinder defect created by (a) changing the cylinder
refractive index nc; (b) changing the cylinder radius a;
(c) coating a cylinder of refractive index nc and radius
min{a, a + δa} by a circular shell of refractive index nd

and outer radius max{a, a + δa}; and (d) a change of
shape. In each case, we give the specific form of the gen-
eral asymptotic result (48), viz.

|δω| = Ap exp
(
− Sp

sgmδp/p

)
(59)

corresponding to a change in some specific parameter p.
The quantity Sp can be calculated using the Bloch modes
at the band edge. These fields may be determined to high
accuracy using either the multipole method, as described
in Ref. [11], or other techniques, including the finite el-
ement method [14], which we have used here. We also
simulate the defect state numerically using the Fictitious
Source Superposition (FSS) method [12, 13], which is de-
signed explicitly to compute localized states in an infinite
array. Using the simulation data, we have generated both
a two parameter fit to the model (59) for Sp and Ap, and
also a single parameter fit for Ap, using for Sp the value
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Profile of the defect mode near
the lower gap edge: (a) profile calculated using FSS
method; (b) profile given by the product of the Bloch mode
ψL(kL,1, T T

j−1r) by the envelope f(r) defined by Eq. (58).
(c) Plot of the envelope function f(r) along the x-axis. (d)
cross-section of the field given by FSS (solid line) and the
envelope approximation (dashed line).
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Profile of the defect mode near the
upper gap edge: Panels (a) and (b) show modes obtained us-
ing respectively the FSS method and the asymptotic formula.
Panels (c) and (d) give the cross-section along the directions
y = 0 and x = a where a = 0.3 d is the cylinder radius.
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HcL HdL

HaL HbL

FIG. 4: (Color online) Types of defect considered. Defect
created by (a) changing the refractive index nc; (b) changing
the radius a; (c) coating a cylinder; (d) changing its shape.
The dashed circle shows the boundary of the unperturbed
cylinder.

from the asymptotic theory. These are summarized in
Table I, and in all cases the fitted values for Sp closely
match the values computed using our asymptotic theory.
The mode dispersion spectra that follow show both the
FSS simulation data and the asymptotic form Eq. (59),
with Sp computed from the asymptotic analysis and with
Ap taken from the single parameter fit.

1. Change of Dielectric Constant

We consider a general array of cylinders of refractive
index nc in a background of refractive index nb. For a
defect created by changing the refractive index of a single
cylinder C0 to nd, we have

δEF

EL
=

∫
D0

δε(r)‖EF
L (kL,1, r)‖2 d2r∫

WSC
ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r

=
δεc

εc

∫
D0

εc‖EF
L (kL,1, r)‖2 d2r∫

WSC
ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r

, (60)

with εc = n2
c and δεc = n2

d−n2
c . The change in frequency

is then

|δω| = Aδε exp
(
− Sδε

sgmδεc/εc

)
, (61)

where the value of Sδε is given by

Sδε = S
∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EF
L (kL,1, r)‖2 d2r∫

D0
εc‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r

. (62)

For the first example, we consider a square array of
rods with nb = 1, nc = 3, and a/d = 0.3. For TM
polarization, this PC has its first band gap for d/λ ∈
[0.265263, 0.334947] and, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the lower
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FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) Band diagram for the PC consid-
ered in Section IV D1. (b) Bloch modes at the lower edge (M
point) and (c) upper edge (X point) of the first band gap.
The modes can be normalized so they are purely real.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Defect mode evolution in the first gap
for the square lattice in Section IVD1 by changing the re-
fractive index of one cylinder. The red curve shows the defect
mode frequency from the FSS method, while the dashed black
curves give analytic predictions. The vertical dashed line cor-
responds to the perfect lattice; the horizontal dashed lines are
the gap edges.

and upper gap edges occur respectively at M and X in
the BZ. The fields of the Bloch modes at M and X are
needed to calculate the parameter Sδε in Eq. (62), and
since the array is square symmetric, these modes can be
normalized so that they are purely real. Figs 5(b) and (c)
show the Bloch modes at these critical points. Both here
and in the following calculations, we express all results
in terms of a normalized frequency d/λ (where λ is the
free space wavelength, and d is the lattice constant) and
a normalized Bloch wavevector k d.
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Defect type Edge Sp S
(2)
p Ap A

(2)
p

δε (< 0) Lower 1.485 1.486 0.340 0.341
δε (> 0) Upper 2.645 2.635 1.739 1.668
δa (< 0) Lower 1.828 1.772 3.663 2.319
δa (> 0) Upper 1.075 1.059 1.232 1.028

Shell (δa < 0) Lower 0.812 0.773 1.351 0.929
Shell (δa > 0) Lower 1.462 1.488 0.173 0.199

TABLE I: (Color online) Comparison of values of the defect
inertia factor given by the asymptotic form Sp and by the two

parameter fit S
(2)
p for the defect types considered in Section

IVD. Also shown are values for the prefactor computed from

the single A
(1)
p and double A

(2)
p parameter fits. The column

labelled edge denotes the band-edge from which the mode
originates.

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the defect mode as the
refractive index of the defect cylinder changes from the
value nc. From Eq. (48) we see that a defect that causes a
positive change in the electric energy δEr originates from
the upper gap edge while a negative perturbation gives
rise to a defect mode originating from the lower edge.
For an increase in refractive index, the relative change in
energy is positive, and so the defect mode emerges from
the top of the gap at X, whereas for a decrease in radius
it emerges from the lower edge at M . This behaviour
can be seen in Fig. 6. It can also be seen that there
is good agreement between the analytic and numerical
results when the defect strength is sufficiently small. The
value of parameter Aδε is given in Table I.

2. Change of Radius

We next consider a defect created by changing a single
cylinder D0 of radius a to a defect cylinder D′

0 of radius
a + δa. The integration domain for the defect area now
reduces to a shell of thickness δa between D′

0 and D0;
the change in dielectric constant over the shell is δεδa =
(n2

c −n2
b)× sign (δa) and since the small parameter is δa,

we do not require (n2
c − n2

b) to be small. The relative
change in the electric energy is then

δEF

EL
=

δεδa

∫ 2π

0

∫ a+δa

a
‖EF

L (kL,1; r, θ)‖2 r dr dθ∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r
. (63)

To first order in δa, we have

δEδa

EL
= δa

a δεδa

∫ 2π

0
‖EF

L (kL,1; a, θ)‖2 dθ∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r
. (64)

Thus, the frequency shift is given by

|δω| = Aδa exp
(
− Sδa

sδa/a

)
, (65)

where the value of Sδa is

Sδa =
S

a2 δεδa

∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1, r)‖2 d2r∫ 2π

0
‖EF

L (kL,1; a, θ)‖2 dθ
. (66)
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FIG. 7: (Color online) As for Fig. 6 but for a defect formed
by changing the radius of one cylinder.

For TE polarization, since ‖∇ψL(kL,1; r, θ)‖ and ε(r, θ)
are discontinuous across the interface r = a, when δa < 0
(resp. δa > 0), their values in the region r < a (resp. r >
a) should be used to evaluate the electric field intensity
‖EF

L (kL,1; a, θ)‖2 which appears in the line integral of
Eq. (66).

We consider the same PC as in Section IV D1, leading
to the band diagram and real valued Bloch modes given
in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows the evolution from the band
edge due to the change of radius. For an increase in
radius, δEr/EL > 0 and so the defect state evolves from
the upper band-edge; correspondingly, for a decrease in
radius, δEr/EL < 0 and so the state emerges from the
lower band-edge.

3. Coating with a circular shell

Relations (65)–(66) also apply to modes resulting from
a defect introduced by coating a cylinder of refractive
index nc and radius min{a, a + δa} by a circular shell
of refractive index nd and outer radius max{a, a + δa}.
By allowing δa to be negative, we can study the related
situation when the coating of thickness δa grows into
the cylinder, leaving the outer radius unchanged. The
change in dielectric constant over the shell is then δεδa =
(n2

d−n2
b) when δa > 0 and δεδa = (n2

d−n2
c) when δa < 0.

We first consider the square array from Section IV D1,
where the coating consists of an ideal (i.e., lossless) metal
of refractive index nd = 3i. Fig. 8 shows the evolution
of the defect state from the band-gap edge. For δa > 0,
we have n2

d = −9 < 0, leading to δε < 0 and δE < 0, and
so the defect state evolves from the lower band edge. For
δa < 0, the outer radius remains constant and δε < 0,
giving a net negative energy perturbation, and so the
defect state for this perturbation again emerges from the
lower band edge.

This type of perturbation can be made very strong,
and so is helpful in understanding the role played by the
symmetry of the Bloch modes in the creation of defect
states. As mentioned previously, in the discussion fol-
lowing equation (42), if the Bloch modes cannot be nor-
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Evolution of the defect mode in the
first gap with for the square lattice in Fig. 5 by coating a
cylinder with a perfect metal with nd = 3i.

malized to purely real quantities then one obtains a pair
of dispersion relations corresponding to the symmetric
and anti-symmetric (or real and imaginary) parts of ψL.
This situation can occur at the K point of the BZ of a
hexagonal array, and results in a pair of closely spaced
dispersion relations that possess the same cut-off point.
Doubly-degenerate defect modes with different dispersion
and the same cut-off have been observed before (for ex-
ample in [19, 20]), however such “splitting” usually oc-
curs in the context of an asymmetric perturbation. In
this case we see that two distinct defect modes arise even
when the perturbation is symmetric.

To investigate this we consider a PC with a hexag-
onal array of holes operated in TE polarization. The
holes have refractive index nc = 1 and normalized ra-
dius a/d = 0.3, and the background has refractive index
nb = 3. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the structure has a band
gap for d/λ ∈ [0.23849, 0.30719], the lower edge of which
occurs at K. The real and imaginary parts of the Bloch
modes at K are shown in Figs. 9(b) and (c). Note here
that the Bloch mode has simultaneously a real and an
imaginary part, and that the mode can be normalized so
that these parts correspond to the rotationally symmetric
and antisymmetric parts of the Bloch mode.

We now consider the defect created by growing a cir-
cular shell of refractive index nd = 3 i, of inner radius a,
outer radius a + δa on one of the cylinders. We consider
only δa > 0 because the frequency shift of the defect
states is extremely small when the shell is entirely inside
a cylinder hole, due to the low electric energy density
within the cylinders [10]. Figure 10 shows the evolution
of the defect states. As expected, there are two distinct
defect mode dispersion curves. The mode profile on the
curve containing the point marked “B” closely resembles
the product of the real (rotationally symmetric) part of
the lower gap edge Bloch mode (see Fig 9(b)) and an
envelope function. The profile of the mode shown in the
other curve “C” is associated with the imaginary (ro-
tationally antisymmetric) part of the same Bloch mode
(Fig 9(c)). Comparing Figs. 9(b) and (c), we see that
there is more energy associated with the rotationally
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FIG. 9: (Color online) (a) Band diagram for TE polarization
in the hexagonal lattice given in Section IVD3. Panels (b)
and (c) present respectively the real part and imaginary part
of the Bloch mode at the lower edge (K point) of the first
band gap while the panel (d) shows that at the upper edge
(M point).

symmetric (real) part of the Bloch mode than with the
rotationally antisymmetric (imaginary) part, and so the
change in the defect frequency caused by the coating will
be greater in the case of the former than for the latter.
This can be observed in Fig. 10(a), which shows the two
dispersion curves for a defect emerging from the K point
of the BZ.

4. Change of Shape for a Dielectric Cylinder

We next consider the change of shape of a dielectric
cylinder of permittivity εc in a background of permittiv-
ity εb. The perturbed boundary of the defect inclusion is
described in terms of the small parameter η > 0 as

r(θ) = a + ηh(θ) , (67)

where a is the radius of the unperturbed cylinder and
h(θ) is a piecewise smooth function of order O(η0). With-
out loss of generality, we assume that the ray θ = 0 lies on
one of the symmetry axes of the Bloch mode ψL(kL, r).
The overlap integral extends over the deformed region,
with the change in dielectric constant in this region be-
ing δε(θ) = (εc − εb)× sign h(θ). The relative change in
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FIG. 10: (Color online) (a) Evolution of the two defect states
created by placing a circular shell of refractive index nd = 3 i,
of inner radius a outer radius a + δa. (b) and (c): Defect
modes associated respectively to the points B, and C in part
(a).

energy is thus

δEF

EL
=

∫ 2π

0

∫ a+ηh(θ)

a
δε(θ) ‖EF

L (kL,1; r, θ)‖2 r dr dθ∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1; r)‖2 d2r
.(68)

Provided that the perturbation region is not too large,
we can approximate the integral over this domain using
the values of the Bloch functions on the boundary of the
unperturbed cylinder, and so

δEF

EL
= η

a
∫ 2π

0
δε(θ) |h(θ)| ‖EF

L (kL,1; a, θ)‖2dθ∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1; r, θ)‖2d2r
+ O(η2).

(69)
Thus, if δε(θ) is an odd function (i.e., if h(θ) is odd),
the effect of the perturbation is of order O(η2). Our
asymptotic analysis does not apply to such degenerate
perturbations, as may occur with a simple displacement
of the cylinder along one of the symmetry axes of the
lattice.

The frequency shift for nondegenerate perturbations is

|δω| = Aη exp (−Sη/η) , (70)

where the value of Sη is

Sη =
S
a

∫
WSC

ε(r)‖EL(kL,1; r, θ)‖2d2r∫ 2π

0
δε(θ) |h(θ)| ‖EF

L (kL,1; a, θ)‖2dθ
. (71)

In Eq. (71), for TE polarization, the intensity
‖EF

L (kL,1; r, θ)‖2 is discontinuous across the interface

r = a and, as discussed in subsection IVD 3, the sign
of h(θ) will determine which value to use in evaluating
the integral over the boundary r = a.

For most types of shape perturbation, the defect inertia
Sη is very large because the integral in the denominator
is small. This means that the defect state stays close to
the band edge even for quite large perturbations, leading
to modes that extend large distances from the defect.
Such modes cannot be studied by standard numerical
algorithms (such as the finite element method) because
the computational domain becomes too large. Moreover,
the FSS method is presently not suited to the calculation
of defect of non-circular inclusions. Accordingly, we have
included the asymptotic formula here for completeness,
but leave the computations to future work.

5. Accuracy of the asymptotic formulation: the general
model

The FSS method, which we have used as a stan-
dard against which to measure the asymptotic model,
is unique in that it can model defects with genuinely in-
finite claddings [12]. The method uses fictitious sources
to tailor the defect mode field and constructs the defect
mode from a superposition of quasiperiodic field prob-
lems. The superposition requires a 2D Brillouin zone
integration which can be reduced to a 1D integral by
treating the structure as a grating sandwiched between
semi-infinite PC mirrors. While the formal theory han-
dles an infinite cladding, the numerical implementation
in which the superposition integral is discretized leads
to a supercell model, albeit one in which the supercell
can be made arbitrarily large—with the accuracy limited
only by the number of points with which it discretizes
the 1D Brillouin zone [12]. This choice corresponds to
the use of a supercell that is much larger than can be
modelled by other numerical means, such as by finite dif-
ference time domain or finite element methods. For a
sufficiently fine discretization, the FSS method is limited
only by machine precision and the results it produces
can be considered to be exact, at least from the point
of view of comparison with a first-order asymptotic the-
ory. The validity of the asymptotic model can then be
quantified by comparison of the values of Sp calculated
using Eq. (62) and following, with those resulting from a
numerical fit to the data using Eq. (59). The results for
all defects studied here are collated in Table I, with good
agreement (generally within 5% in all cases) between the
computed and fitted values of the defect inertia.

The asymptotic model presented here is a first-order
theory, and so can only be expected to be valid in re-
gions near the gap-edge; the calculation of higher-order
terms would be necessary to extend the region of appli-
cability deeper into the band gap. The dispersion curves
presented in Section IV D are in parametric form, i.e., in
terms of independent variables such as the dielectric con-
stant or the radius of the cylinder defect. However, this
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representation does not compare “like with like” and may
lead to misinterpretations about the accuracy of the gap
edge asymptotic method. For example, in Figs 6 and 7 we
see that the approximation departs from the FSS results
much more rapidly than in Fig. 8, erroneously suggesting
that in the former situations the method is less accurate
than in the latter. This, however, is an artefact of the
representation of the data; in order to display the data in
a uniform and consistent manner, it would be necessary
to replot the evolution of the numerically calculated de-
fect modes in terms of their natural variable, namely the
relative change in energy δEF /EL. In this form, it would
be evident that in the case of high defect inertia (i.e., low
density of states), such modes are strongly bound to the
band gap, with the FSS and analytic curves coinciding
over a wide range of relative energy values. Conversely,
for low defect inertia, the FSS and asymptotic curves de-
part appear to depart rapidly from one another as the
mode traverses into the band gap.

For the sake of brevity, we have chosen not to replot
all of the results of Section IV D in this form but, in-
stead, to demonstrate the universal nature of the general
asymptotic formula (48) by plotting the evolution of the
numerically calculated mode frequencies versus the rela-
tive change in energy. We would expect that this expres-
sion is valid for all calculations for a given lattice type
and that, as the defect strength decreases, −1/ ln |δ(d/λ)|
approaches a straight line with slope equal to the defect
inertia S. In Fig. 11 we plot −1/ ln |δ(d/λ)| against
the relative change in energy for all square lattice cal-
culations in the previous section and see that the slope
approaches 1/S in each case, confirming the generality of
expression (48). We note that computing results for very
weak perturbations is very difficult since −1/ ln |δ(d/λ)|
approaches zero extremely slowly as d/λ → 0, e.g., to
calculate a point on the ordinate axis of less than 0.05,
it is necessary to calculate δ(d/λ) to within an accuracy
of 2× 10−9.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented a substantial analytical treatment,
based on first order perturbation theory, explaining the
evolution of defect modes from the band gap for a single
isolated defect. While the method builds on our earlier
work [10] and, in turn, on ideas presented by Economou
[21], the extended analysis and the broad range of exam-
ples presented here provide a comprehensive treatment
of the problem for two-dimensional photonic crystals.
While Economou’s treatment, in the context of quan-
tum mechanics, uses a tight binding approach to solve
Schrödinger’s equation, our theory for the Helmholtz
equation with polarization dependent boundary condi-
tions makes no such assumptions. We note that re-
sult (51), which relates the frequency of the defect state
to the density of states at the band edge, a mode symme-
try factor and the relative change in the electrical energy
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FIG. 11: Evolution of the defect modes for a square array that
originate from the lower gap edge versus the relative energy
change δE/EL. The legend symbols δε−, δa−, δaM−, δaM+

represent respectively a defect with a change of dielectric con-
stant δε < 0, a change of radius δa < 0, and the two cases of
metallic skin for δa < 0 and δa > 0. The curve labelled “Eq.
(48)” represents s gm δE/(S EL) from Eq. (48).

caused by the introduction of the defect, is remarkably
general and can be applied to an arbitrary 2D photonic
crystal geometry. We have demonstrated the validity of
this result with a number of numerical calculations, all
of which necessitated computations of extreme accuracy,
since the theory is only applicable in the vicinity of a
band-edge.

An important feature of the results presented here is
the defining role played by Bloch mode symmetry in
the evolution of defect modes. The situation is rela-
tively straightforward for Bloch modes that are real at
the band edge; in this case the defect mode is non-
degenerate or two-fold degenerate, depending on the de-
generacy of the underlying Bloch function. This man-
ifests itself most notably through the mode symmetry
parameter gm (Eq. (46)), the effect of which is to share
the change in the electromagnetic energy in the general
mode dispersion equation (48) equally between the mem-
bers of the degenerate pair of Bloch modes. The situation
becomes more interesting when the Bloch modes are com-
plex valued and occur in conjugate pairs. In this case, two
distinct defect modes arise, possessing the same cutoff
but with different dispersion relations, associated, respec-
tively, with the real (or rotationally symmetric) part and
the imaginary (or rotationally antisymmetric) part of the
Bloch mode. Although such behaviour has been observed
for asymmetric perturbations to the material properties
[19, 20], defect mode splitting that results solely from the
asymmetry of the Bloch mode has, to our knowledge, not
previously been reported. An analogue exists, however,
with the theory of modes in a fibre or waveguide, which
can also be non-degenerate, doubly degenerate, or have
the same cutoff but differ otherwise. For a guided wave
structure, the independent variable is naturally the fre-
quency, whereas for the defect structure it is the defect
strength.

We note finally that though the technique we have de-
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veloped is perfectly general, here we have applied it only
to fundamental defect modes, which move away from the
band edge very slowly with increasing defect strength,
and which can be described as being exponentially weakly
bound to the band edge. However, when the defect be-
comes sufficiently strong one can expect higher order de-
fect states to appear. We leave the study of these states
to future work.
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VI. APPENDIX

Here, we detail the derivations that lead to the mode
dispersion relation that was outlined in Section IV B.

A. Real and complex Bloch modes

Within a complete band gap, the Green’s function
G(r, r′;ω) and the defect mode ψ must be real valued
functions and so we require that their approximation by
Bloch mode expansions must also be real valued.

A Bloch mode ψL(k, r) is a solution of the Helmholtz
equation that satisfies the quasi-periodic conditions
ψL(k, r + e1) = eik·e1ψL(k, r) and ψL(k, r + e2) =
eik·e2ψL(k, r) over the boundaries of a parallelogram
unit cell generated by the lattice vectors e1 and e2

(Figs. 12 (a) and (b)). A Bloch mode may be normalized
to be a real function if the conjugate mode ψ∗L(k, r) is
also a solution of the same boundary value problem. For
this to be the case, the Bloch factors µ1 = eik·e1 and
µ2 = eik·e2 must be real, i.e., µ1 = ±1 and µ2 = ±1.

From the representation of the Bloch mode ψL(k, r)
as the product of a periodic function and a plane wave
term eik·r and also from the symmetry of the lattice,
it follows that ψ∗L(k, r) and ψL(k,−r) are Bloch modes
associated with Bloch vector−k. We may then normalize
ψL(k, r) to be real by scaling it to ensure that ψ∗L(k, r) =
ψL(k,−r).

For a square lattice, the Bloch factors (eik·el) are real
numbers when k is associated with any one of the sym-
metry points Γ, Mj and Xj shown in Fig. 12(c). In con-
trast, for hexagonal lattices the Bloch factors are real
for k at Γ or Mj , but not at Kj . For example, if k
corresponds to K1, then k · e1 = 2π/3 [22] and so µ1

is complex. Thus, for a hexagonal lattice the Bloch
modes can be taken as real valued at Γ and Mj , but
not at the Kj . To understand how to deal with the Kj

points, since we need a real valued Bloch mode series
representation of the defect mode, we consider the situ-
ation in Fig. 12(d) and demonstrate that there are only
two linearly independent states. To see this, the six K

points are partitioned into two sets {K1, K3, K5} and
{K2, K4, K6}. The points K3 and K5 respectively dif-
fer from K1 by reciprocal lattice vectors u1 and u2 (see
Fig. 12(d)) and so correspond to the same Bloch mode.
Similarly, {K2, K4, K6} also correspond to the same
mode. We denote the first mode by ψL(kL,1, r) and de-
duce the second member of the linearly independent pair
by noting that kL,4 = −kL,1. From this it follows that
ψL(kL,4, r) = ψL(kL,1,−r) which, in turn, is associated
with ψ∗L(kL,1, r). We thus normalize the pair of modes
by ensuring that ψL(kL,1,−r) = ψ∗L(kL,1, r); in partic-
ular, this implies that the real part of ψL(kL,1, r) has
even symmetry, with respect to r = 0, while the imag-
inary part is odd. Thus, the set of Bloch modes at the
gap edge is always composed of either real modes or con-
jugate pairs of complex valued modes.

B. Mode symmetry and multipole representations

To proceed with the derivation of explicit forms, we
introduce a formalism that encapsulates symmetry in a
convenient mathematical notation. We do this with a
general multipole representation, expressing the field in
the Wigner-Seitz cell as

ψL(kL,1, r) =
∞∑

l=−∞
b̃l fl(r) exp (i l θ) . (72)

In Eq. (72), the {fn(r)} are expressed in terms of
cylindrical harmonic functions. Within the cylinders, the
{fn(r)} are expanded in regular Bessel functions of the
first kind (Jn) while outside the cylinders they are ex-
panded as a linear combination of Bessel functions (Jn)
and Hankel functions of the first kind (H(1)

n ). Below, the
precise form of the {fn(r)} is irrelevant; only the sym-
metry of the mode with respect to the azimuthal angle θ
is significant.

If ψL(kL,1, r) is even or odd with respect to the vari-
able θ, the complex exponential representation (72) can
be replaced respectively by a cosine or sine series

ψL(kL,1, r) =
∞∑

l=0

bl fl(r)
{

cos l θ
sin l θ

. (73)

To enforce the rotational symmetry with respect to the
defect centre, only terms with compatible symmetry are
retained; thus Eq. (73) becomes

ψL(kL,1, r)=
∞∑

l=0

bνl+mfνl+m(r)
{

cos(νl + m)θ
sin(νl + m)θ , (74)

in which ν = 4, 6 for square, hexagonal lattices, respec-
tively. Only a small number of cases are of interest to
us. For square lattices, these are m = 0 for modes of
the bulk PC with rotational symmetry, and m = 1 for
modes which are antisymmetric about a nodal line, while
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for hexagonal lattices these are m = 0 and m = 1, as for
square lattices, and m = 3 which we discuss in some
detail below.

A Bloch mode ψL(kL,1, r) that is represented by Eq.
(73) may be scaled to be real. To see this, note that
the eigenfunctions ψ∗L(kL,1, r) and ψL(kL,1,T T

ν/2r) =
ψL(kL,1,−r) are both associated with the wavevector
−kL,1 and so are proportional to one another, i.e., there
exists a complex number α such that ψ∗L(kL,1, r) =
α ψL(kL,1,−r). The coefficients bνl+m in the multipole
representation (74) then satisfy the relation b∗νl+m =
(−1)m α bνl+m, and so |α| = 1. Now, if β is a complex
number such that (β∗)2 = (−1)m/α, then (−1)m β∗ α =
1/β∗ = β since β β∗ = |α|2 = 1. It is then straightfor-
ward to show that (β bνl+m)∗ = β bνl+m which, in turn,
allows us to construct a real Bloch mode β ψL(kL,1, r),
as required.

Figs 5 and 9 show Bloch modes at the band edge for
the examples used in this paper. In Fig. 5 for a square
lattice, the rotational symmetry of ψL(k, r) at M1 is en-
capsulated by the choice (ν, m) = (4, 0) in the cosine form
of multipole representation (74), while the even symme-
try of the mode (with respect to the y-axis) at X1 is
represented by the cosine form of the multipole expan-
sion (74) with (ν, m) = (4, 1). For the hexagonal lat-
tice, the odd symmetry of the mode at M1 is realized
using the sine representation (74) and the choice of pa-
rameters (ν, m) = (6, 1). At K1, which we denote by
k(K1), the mode ψL(k(K1), r) is complex valued, and
attains its maximum magnitude at the centre of each
cylinder (r = 0). In Fig. 9, ψL(k(K1), r) is scaled to be
real at the cylinder centre and the resulting field satisfies
ψL(k(K1),−r) = ψ∗L(k(K1), r). Both real and imagi-
nary parts are even with respect to θ. They also satisfy

Re ψL(k(K1), T r) = Re ψL(k(K1), r), (75)
Im ψL(k(K1), T r) = −Im ψL(k(K1), r), (76)

in which T denotes a canonical rotation of π/3. To char-
acterize these symmetry properties, we respectively rep-
resent the real and imaginary parts of the mode by the
cosine form of expansion (74) using (ν, m) = (6, 0) and
(ν, m) = (6, 3).

C. Key results leading to the mode dispersion
equation

We now derive key results that simplify the summa-
tions in Eq. (33), allowing us to find the dispersion equa-
tion for the defect mode. Recall that the set of Bloch
modes M = {ψL(kL,1, T T

j−1r)}, for j = 1, . . . , ν, is not
linearly independent. We thus select from M a basis
L of linearly independent functions that can generate
the members of M. For a square lattice, the four Mj

(Fig. 12) constitute the simplest case since all are as-
sociated with the same real valued Bloch mode. The
set L thus contains only a single function, i.e., L =
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FIG. 12: (a) Basis vectors for a square lattice. (b) Basis
vectors for a hexagonal lattice. (c) The first BZ for the square
lattice; the four Mj points are equivalent Bloch wavevectors;
as are (X1, X3) and (X2, X4). (d) The first BZ, and two of its
replicates in reciprocal space for a hexagonal lattice. K1, K3

and K5 are equivalent since they differ by reciprocal lattice
vectors. Similarly, each member of {K2, K4, K6}, {M1, M4},
{M2, M5} and {M3, M6} are equivalent.

{ψ(k(M1), r)}. The four Xj have two independent, real
valued modes and so L = {ψ(k(X1), r), ψ(k(X2), r)}.
For a hexagonal lattice, the six Mj define three differ-
ent Bloch modes, only two of which are linearly inde-
pendent. Taking the three modes to be ψL(kL,1, T T

j−1r)
for j = 1, 2, 3, it is easily shown, using the sine form of
expansion (74), that

ψL(kL,1, T T
1 r) =

1
2

(
ψL(kL,1, r) + ψL(kL,1, T T

2 r)
)

,

(77)

and so the linearly independent set is L =
{ψL(kL,1, r), ψL(kL,1, T T

2 r)}.
The derivation of the defect mode dispersion relation

relies on the multipole representations (74). We fur-
ther take the defect to be rotationally symmetric, i.e.,
δε(r) = δε(T r). Recall that the representations (74)
are valid only for real Bloch modes, and so some care is
required in dealing with the remaining, and most com-
plicated, case that we consider, namely that for the six
K points of the hexagonal lattice, at which the mode
is complex valued. We take the modes to be normalized
such that ψ∗L(kL,1, r) = ψL(kL,1,−r) which, in turn, pre-
scribes the real part of the mode to be symmetric and the
imaginary part to be antisymmetric. These may be rep-
resented by either the cosine or sine forms of Eq. (74),
with the different symmetries (of the real and imaginary
parts) simplifying the later analysis since integrals in-
volving their product vanish.
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The derivation of the key relations commences with the
expansion of the defect mode ψ(r) and the associated
electric field E(r) in the basis of linearly independent
Bloch modes

ψ(r) ≈
∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1,T T

l−1r), (78)

E(r) ≈
∑

l∈L
tl EL(kL,1,T T

l−1r). (79)

Substitution of the approximations (78) and (79) into
Eq. (33) leads to

∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1, T T

l−1r) = −ωLCL AWSC θL

4π EL
(80)

× ln |δω|
∑

l∈L
tl

νL∑

j=1

Bl,j ψL(kL,1, T T
j−1r) ,

in which

Bl,j =
∫

D0

δε(r′)E∗
L(kL,1,T T

j−1r
′) ·EL(kL,1, T T

l−1r
′)d2r′.

(81)

In evaluating the coefficients Bl,j (81), we express the
terms EL(kL,1,T T

j−1r
′) in Eq. (81) in terms of the real

and imaginary parts of the Bloch mode ψL(kL,1, T T
j−1r

′)
and deduce

Bl,j = (BRR
l,j + BII

l,j) + i (BRI
l,j −BIR

l,j ), (82)

with

BFG
l,j =

∫

D0

δε(r′)F ψL(kL,1,T T
j−1r

′) (83)

×G ψL(kL,1,T T
l−1r

′)d2r′

for TM polarization and

BFG
l,j =

∫

D0

δε(r′)
ω2 ε(r′)2

∇[F ψL(kL,1,T T
j−1r

′)] (84)

·∇[G ψL(kL,1,T T
l−1r

′)d2r′]

and for TE polarization.
In Eqs (83) and (84) the symbols F and G may refer to

either the real or imaginary functional arguments “Re”
and “Im”, with the superscripts F and G on the left-hand
side replaced by parameters R or I as appropriate.

The modes are normalized, as described above, using
the relation ψ∗L(kL,1, r) = ψL(kL,1,−r). In general, the
real and imaginary parts of the mode have different sym-
metries, and so their respective expansions (74) are char-
acterized by different values of the parameter m. We thus
introduce m = mr and m = mi respectively for the real
and imaginary parts.

With the aid of the multipole representation (74) and
the following trigonometric identities (for integer n),

∫ 2 π

0

cos(nθ) cos(n(θ + θ0))dθ = cos (nθ0)
∫ 2π

0

cos2(nθ)dθ, (85)
∫ 2 π

0

sin(nθ) sin(n(θ + θ0))dθ = cos (nθ0)
∫ 2π

0

sin2(nθ)dθ,(86)

we may simplify BRR
l,j and BII

l,j as follows

BRR
l,j = cos

(
2π(j−l)mr

ν

)
δER , (87)

BII
l,j = cos

(
2π(j−l)mi

ν

)
δEI , (88)

where δEr and δEi are defined by

δER = BRR
1,1 and δEI = BII

1,1 . (89)

Since the real and imaginary parts of the Bloch mode ex-
hibit different symmetries (a consequence of the identity
ψL(kL,1,−r) = ψ∗L(kL,1, r)), we have mr 6= mi and so

BRI
l,j = 0, (90)

BIR
l,j = 0. (91)

Following some straightforward manipulation, to-
gether with the application of the trigonometric identities

1
ν

ν∑

j=1

cos2
(

2π(j−1)m
ν

)
def= gm, (92)

ν∑

j=1

sin
(

2π(j−1)m
ν

)
cos

(
2π(j−1)m

ν

)
= 0, (93)

ν∑

j=1

cos
(

2π(j−1)mr

ν

)
cos

(
2π(j−1)mi

ν

)
= 0, (94)

we derive

νL∑

j=1

(
F(ψL)(kL,1, T T

j−1r)BFF
l,j

)

= ν gmF F (ψL)(kL,1,T T
l−1r) δEF, (95)

for both the real and imaginary parts (using our abbre-
viated and general nomenclature) and where, for the in-
teger mF ∈ {0, . . . , ν − 1},

gmF =
{

1, if mF = 0 or mF = ν/2,
1
2 , otherwise. (96)

The quantity gmF
characterizes the symmetry of the

mode, and, from definition (92) can be thought of as fol-
lows: if, under a canonical rotation of 2π/ν, the modal
quantity is unchanged in the sense that it and the unro-
tated mode are linearly dependent then gmF

= 1, other-
wise gmF

= 1/2.
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Relations (95) simplify the summation that appears on
the right hand side of Eq. (80) and allow us to find that

∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1, T T

l−1r) = −ωL CL AWSC fL

4π

× ln |δω| (gmr
Sr + igmi

Si) , (97)

where fL = νLθL, and

SF =
δEF

EL

∑

l∈L
tl F(ψL)(kL,1, T T

l−1r), (98)

in which F and F may refer to the real and imaginary
parts respectively. In the straightforward case of real
valued modes, Si = 0 allowing us to project out the field
summation that occurs on both sides of Eq. (97). We thus
derive an explicit form for the mode dispersion equation
for both TM and TM polarizations

1 = −ωL CL AWSC fL gm

4π
ln |δω|δEF

EL
. (99)

For complex valued Bloch modes, the set L contains a
conjugate pair, i.e., L = {ψL(kL,1, r), ψ∗L(kL,1, r)}. The
left-hand side of Eq. (97) then becomes

∑

l∈L
tl ψL(kL,1, T T

l−1r) = (t1 + t2)Re ψL(kL,1, r)

+i (t1 − t2) Im ψL(kL,1, r), (100)

while the terms Sr and Si, which occur on the right-hand
side of Eq. (97), transform into

Sr =
δER

EL
(t1 + t2) Re ψL(kL,1, r), (101)

Si =
δEI

EL
(t1 − t2) Im ψL(kL,1, r). (102)

Thus, there are two independent solutions of Eq. (97),
respectively for t1 − t2 = 0 and t1 + t2 = 0. When
t1− t2 = 0, we have Si = 0 and can project out the term
2t1Re ψL(kL,1, r) on both sides of Eq. (97) to obtain

1 = −ωL CL AWSC fL gmr

4π
ln |δω|δER

EL
. (103)

Correspondingly, t1 + t2 = 0 leads to

1 = −ωL CL AWSC fL gmi

4π
ln |δω|δEI

EL
. (104)
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